
Your Email 
Cheatsheet
Most of us devote far more time to our inboxes than 
we intend to or wish to admit. And yet, studies 
clearly demonstrate that we are more efficient and 
less stressed when we spend less time on email 
and more time doing work that makes an impact. 

This worksheet is designed to help you implement 
the strategies we discussed in class so you can 
spend less time on email and have more energy for 
things that matter.
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Figure out how to “pause” your email, 
so that you’re not receiving new 
messages while responding to email. 

Do This Once
“Pause” your email

‣ Calendar invitations 

‣ Emails on which you were only CCed 

‣ Newsletters  
(anything with the word “unsubscribe”)

Email Signature
Create a signature and save it in 
your email client so that you no 
longer having to sign off with 
“Thanks, [First name]”

Canned Responses
Set up canned responses for 
frequently used email templates.

Consider creating a ScheduleOnce or 
Calendly account to avoid scheduling 
meetings.

Avoid Scheduling 
Meetings

Saving Articles
Open up a Pocket account for 
saving articles (it’s free).

Pre-Sorted Groups
Think about ways you can cluster 
your emails into pre-sorted groups, 
using filters, folders or different email 
accounts.

Folders to consider include:

Decide where you’re going to be 
capturing tasks.

Capturing Tasks

‣ This can be a To Do List app, a simple 
Word document, or a paper and pencil 
notepad. 

‣ I recommend Google Docs because 
it’s free and you can access anything 
you create on Google Docs anywhere 
(including your phone). 

If you’re using Gmail, download 
Inbox Pause.  If you’re using 
Outlook, here’s a tutorial.

Here’s a step-by-step guide to 
setting this up in both Gmail and 
Outlook.

Here’s a quick tutorial on using 
filters and folders.
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http://www.scheduleonce.com/
https://calendly.com/
https://getpocket.com
https://www.google.com/docs/about/
http://inboxpause.com/
https://www.msoutlook.info/question/201
http://www.sabioit.com/2014/08/11/5-gmail-outlook-tricks-cut-corners-email-time/
http://mashable.com/2012/06/22/gmail-filters/#TOaLxU9Zqmq2


Before You 
Log On
Pause your inbox. 

Open up your “Capture List”. 

Get in the right mindset. 

‣ Remember, you’re not here for entertainment.  

‣ You’re here to get in and get out as quickly as possible.

Consider using a stopwatch 
to keep you on track.
‣ You can use Google as stopwatch with a simple 

search for “set timer to 15 minutes”.
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https://www.google.com/search?q=set+timer+for+15+minutes&oq=set+time&aqs=chrome.4.69i57j0l5.3726j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


When 
Responding
Ask yourself, “What’s the next action?” 

Your options are:

‣ Action 1: Delete 

‣ Action 2: Reply/Forward 

‣ Action 3: Place on your Capture List (then reply) 

‣ Action 4: File in “Answer This” folder

Transfer tasks to your Capture List 

Transfer articles to Pocket 

Transfer entertainment to your Watch This folder 

After reading, immediately remove messages 
from your Inbox so that you don’t read twice
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